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ABSTRACT 

Critical infrastructures become more and more entangled and rely extensively on information technology. A 
deeper insight into the relationships between critical infrastructures enables the actors involved to more quickly 
understand the severity of information technology disruptions and to identify robust cross-functional mitigating 
actions. This study illustrates how and why disruptions in the payment system in Sweden could create cascading 
effects in other critical infrastructures with potentially severe consequences for many citizens, government 
institutions and companies. Data from document studies, interviews and workshops with field experts reveal 
seven challenges for collective cross-functional critical infrastructure resilience that need to be dealt with: 1) 
Shortage of food, fuel, cash, medicine; 2) Limited capacity of alternative payment solutions; 3) Cities are more 
vulnerable than the countryside; 4) Economically vulnerable groups in society are more severely affected; 5) 
Trust maintenance needs; 6) Crisis communication needs; 7) Fragmentation of responsibility for critical 
infrastructures across many actors.  

Keywords 

Critical infrastructures, resilience, collective resilience, payment system. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper identifies and discusses challenges that actors responsible for critical infrastructure management 
collectively face when disruptions in the payment system cause cascading effects in other critical infrastructures. 
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Our research interest is to understand critical infrastructure resilience from a coping or recovery perspective, i.e. 
focusing on the question how actors from different sectors in society together can keep critical infrastructures 
operational despite disruptions, or how they collaboratively can restore operations after shorter or longer 
breakdowns or periods of limited service.  

Critical infrastructures, information technology and crisis management 

Societies rely on well-functioning critical infrastructures such as Energy, Information and Communication 
Technology, Water Supply, Food and Agriculture, Healthcare, Financial Systems, Transportation Systems, 
Public Order and Safety, Chemical Industry, Nuclear Industry, Commerce, Critical Manufacturing, and so on 
(Alcaraz and Zeadalli, 2015). When one or more critical infrastructures break down or provide only limited 
service, large numbers of citizens, companies or government agencies can be severely affected (Boin and 
McConnell, 2007; Van Eeten et al., 2011). Breakdowns can be caused by internal factors (human or technical 
failure), external factors (nature catastrophes, terror attacks) or by failures of other infrastructures as there are 
many dependencies between critical infrastructures (Van Eeten et al., 2011). Energy and Information 
Technology or Telecommunications are well-known event-originating infrastructures that generate cascading 
effects in many other infrastructures, as has been shown in different types of analyses (Van Eeten et al., 2011; 
Lauge et al., 2015). In times of increasing digitalisation and an ever increasing development towards a digitally 
interconnected society, security experts argue for more awareness for digital vulnerabilities, more attention for 
cyber security and a need to educate professionals and citizens on these matters (Hagen, 2016). 

In crisis management literature, the challenge of interdependent critical infrastructures has been addressed by 
means of research on Critical Infrastructure Protection and by means of research on Resilience. Within the 
research field of Critical Infrastructure Protection most analyses are of a quantitative nature, explaining what 
interactions might occur or which of them are most plausible or most critical, but not discussing how and why 
they impact other infrastructures. De Bruijne and Van Eeten (2007) argue that those analyses most often are 
done from a prevention or anticipation perspective. The aim is to identify risks and allocate resources in order to 
build a defence against them. According to De Bruijne and Van Eeten (2007) and Boin and McConnell (2007) 
there are limits to this perspective, especially in the context of interconnected infrastructures, because the 
volume and complexity of these systems make them hard to analyse, and because the number of defences that 
can be invested in are not indefinite. As such, there will always be disruptions occurring and critical 
infrastructure managers do therefore need to balance anticipation (prevention) and resilience (coping/recovery). 
Resilience research is also interested in studying what kind of interactions can occur in complex interdependent 
infrastructures, but not with the aim to only identify the most critical relations. Rather, the aim is that operators 
and middle managers learn about complex system behaviour to enable them to perform real-time resilience, or 
“operating at the edge of failure without falling off” (De Bruijne and Van Eeten, 2007, page 25). 

Ansell et al. (2010) argue that resilience of interdependent infrastructures increasingly depends on collaborative 
responses from actors with diverse backgrounds that may not be familiar with cascade effects into areas beyond 
and outside their own organisation or sector. Boin and McConnell (2007) and Van Eeten et al. (2011) argue that 
there is limited empirical evidence of cascading effects across many infrastructures, which makes it hard to 
foresee which interactions may occur across sectors. Risk analysis, business continuity management and crisis 
management training are often performed within the context of a single organisation or sector and are seldom 
addressing the holistic analysis of multiple infrastructures (Van Eeten et al., 2011). 

In summary, more research is needed to understand collective resilience in the context of critical infrastructure 
management. In this study, a contribution is made by focusing on one application area, i.e. how payment 
disruptions impact other critical infrastructures. Despite the long term efforts of public and private actors in the 
financial sector in Sweden to identify, analyse and understand risks and to develop routines for preventing and 
mitigating serious disruptions in the payment system in Sweden, there is still a lack of insight into how the 
proposed action plans exactly need to be executed and how numerous other actors in society (e.g. citizens, food 
stores, gas stations, voluntary organizations, governmental agencies and so on) will act in case of a temporary or 
complete breakdown of the payment system. For instance, several key actors in the payment system have in 
earlier studies expressed that they will take a larger responsibility than their formal responsibility (MSB-2009-
3309, 2010), but it is not clear what this implies and how these organizations actually will act when crisis hits. 
The payment system has been described as an ‘inverted pyramid’. At the top of the inverted pyramid is the 
broad base of economic actors whose daily activity in the market economy gives rise to payment obligations. 
This base consists of individuals who use retail payment services provided by banks, and a variety of business 
enterprises in the goods and service industries. The next level includes very specialized firms, such as brokers 
and dealers, involved in the money, capital and commodities market, which also rely on bank payment services 
(Blommstein and Summers, 1998, page 27). Rose and Krausmann (2013) use a similar distinction when 
dividing the financial system into three different levels: the micro-economic level (individual business or 
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household), the meso-economic level (individual industry or market), and the macro-economic level 
(combination of all market entities). The authors further state that resilience should be addressed at the 
microeconomic level as “the macro economy is based on building blocks of producer and consumer behaviour 
as underpinnings for macroeconomic considerations stemming from group interactions” (Rose and Krausmann, 
2013, page 74). 

Resilience 

Resilience, as a term, was discussed by Lundberg and Johansson (2015) who stated that the diverse set of 
definitions of resilience may dilute the concept and render it meaningless as it has too many interpretations. 
Both Lundberg and Johansson (2015) and Bergström et al. (2015) list that resilience amongst others can refer to: 
bouncing back to a previous state, or bouncing forward to a new state, or both; absorbing variety and preserve 
functioning, or recovering from damage, or both; and being proactive and anticipating, or being reactive (when 
recovering during and after events), or both. Given the variety of interpretations of resilience, resilience is hard 
to operationalize into measurable indicators (Lundberg and Johansson, 2015). Lundberg and Johansson (2015) 
therefore proposed the Systemic Resilience (SyRes) model as a step towards better metrics and a more 
comprehensive understanding for determining the resilience of a system. Lundberg and Johansson (2015) and 
Johansson and Lundberg (2010) also address the complexity of determining and improving resilience with 
regards to a system of systems (e.g. as most open systems are part of other systems, the potential levels of 
analysis are countless). 

In line with the challenges to resilience suggested by Johansson and Lundberg (2010) comes the fact that most 
systems in society, such as the payment system, depend on several different actors to function properly. 
Therefore, resilience must be considered from a systems perspective. In the field of resilience, this is sometimes 
referred to as ‘collective resilience’. Weick and Sutcliffe (2007) argue that loosely coupled systems relying on a 
‘sensemaking’ process generally are more resilient than tightly coupled systems based on the assumption that all 
system states can be predicted and safeguarded against possible threats. This resembles distinctions made in 
safety science between the paradigms labelled Safety I and Safety II (Hollnagel, 2013) where Safety I is 
signified by the idea that safety can be designed into a system and Safety II is signified by the idea that human 
adaptability is the most important contributor to success despite inadequate design or insufficient predictive 
capacity of safety engineers. Weick and Sutcliffe (2007) argue that a dilemma exists in sensemaking: you can 
optimise for analysis or action, but not both. This dilemma seems contradictory to the requirements of resilience, 
because Weick and Sutcliffe argue for sensitivity to operations and reluctance to simplify (i.e. an interest in 
details and scrutinize the situation at hand) and simultaneous blunt and immediate action without thorough 
analysis. The solution suggested by Weick and Sutcliffe (2007) is that deep knowledge about the system should 
have been acquired earlier (long before the disruption) so that quick and blunt action based on deep 
understanding of the system’s dynamics is possible in case of disruptions. As more actors may simultaneously 
initiate a quick and blunt response, a risk is that these responses counteract each other. Weick and Roberts 
(1993) discuss how attentiveness (heedful interrelating) is key in a resilient group response, i.e. while acting 
quick and blunt, various actors should pay close attention to how other actors respond and to what kind of 
system behaviour their collective response leads. Heedful interrelating has been demonstrated in small groups. 
Heedful interrelating becomes challenging when systems become larger, more interrelated and involve more and 
more decision makers that do not really know each other and do not understand the impact of their decisions on 
nearby systems, as in the case of large interdependent infrastructure systems (Ansell et al., 2010). Then these 
groups of stakeholders may lack swift trust (Weick and Roberts, 1993) and may lack a shared understanding of 
the situation and a shared vision, which may lead to inferior performance (Berggren et al., 2014). Yet another 
risk might be organisations or companies who continue putting their own goals ahead of the common good, thus 
risking initiating counterproductive actions that may hamper the process of recovery from disruptions.  

Purpose 

One way to increase the collective resilience of the payment system and related critical infrastructures is to 
increase insight in: 

 Expected cascading effects of smaller and larger incidents. 
 Consequences of the cascading effects. 
 Actors who are affected by these effects/consequences. 
 Potential mitigating action strategies. 
 Actors who are involved in designing and implementing these action strategies. 
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When the involved actors develop a more detailed understanding of how the total system of interconnected 
critical infrastructures behaves, they can more quickly identify incidents and their potential consequences, 
develop more comprehensive situation awareness and select and execute more suited and more robust mitigating 
actions. This study aims at identifying cascading effects, consequences, actors involved and potential 
mitigating actions for payment system disruptions in Sweden and explaining their interactions. Through 
document studies, interviews and workshops with field experts, seven challenges have been identified for 
critical infrastructure resilience in the case of payment system disruptions.

METHOD

Research design

Our research design is based on an inductive research strategy and a qualitative research method. A clear theory 
on how critical infrastructures exactly are related, and how the many actors involved collaboratively could 
manage disruptions that create cascading effects in many infrastructures, is lacking. As such, there is a need for 
theory building rather than theory testing, which leads us to an inductive research strategy (Eisenhardt and 
Graebner, 2007). From an interpretative perspective, we are interested in exploring the many different 
interpretations of actors involved regarding what challenges disruptions can pose and how they could be handled 
collaboratively across the affected infrastructures.

As pictured in figure 1 data sources included document study of prior incidents, interviews with key 
representatives from each sector and two workshops with respectively national and local actors. In the 
workshops, actors from different sectors enriched the scenarios in cross-disciplinary group discussions. Data 
analysis occurred at two moments. Results of the document study and interviews were summarized into two 
scenarios which in turn were input to the workshops. The output of the workshops was analysed and, in 
combination with the previous insights from document study and the interviews, seven challenges for critical 
infrastructure resilience have been identified.

Document
study

Interviews

Workshop with 
national actors

Workshop with 
local actors

Scenario
Design

Analysis and 
summary

Figure 1: Research design

Data collection: Document study

Three researchers were involved in collecting documents during spring and fall 2016 that described 
interdependencies between the payment system and other critical infrastructures. Our analysis started from 
previous work that has been done by the Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency in so called Collaboration Areas 
where public and private actors from a couple of critical infrastructures had done collaborative risk analysis and 
development work to increase emergency preparedness at a national level. From these different groups we 
collected 19 reports discussing risk, vulnerabilities and dependencies. One key study was “If one falls, do all 
then fall?” (MSB, 2007), which was explicitly discussing cross-sectorial dependencies. Through snowball 
sampling (i.e. identifying interesting reports referred to in the original sample) another 8 reports were included.
In addition, we got a number of internal reports from the people we interviewed and from those who participated 
in the workshops, which brings the total number of analysed reports on 33.
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Data collection: Interviews 

During fall 2016 six interviews were conducted to complement the document analysis. These interviews aimed 
at addressing issues that were not discussed in detail in the reports. The interviews were rather open in nature 
and had as staring point “if credit card/bank payment would not be possible during 2 days or 2 weeks, what 
consequences would that have for your organisation/sector”. After follow up questions to dig deeper in what 
consequences would imply for different people involved, a second part of the discussion would focus on what 
kind of mitigating actions could be implemented, by the organisation/sector themselves, or in collaboration with 
others. When selecting interviewees we aimed at acquiring representatives from different sectors. Three 
interviews were conducted by visiting the organisation (the Central Bank of Sweden, a branch organisation for 
Swedish Commerce, a municipal security officer) and three interviews were conducted by phone (a gas station 
branch organisation, a freighting-companies branch organisation, a supermarket). Interviews were conducted by 
one researcher who took notes and made an interview transcript directly after the completed interview. 

Data analysis: Selection and design of scenarios 

From the document study and interview transcripts two scenarios were developed. In an iterative process, where 
three researchers discussed the collected data, scenarios were developed that were expected to have most impact 
on a large variety of other infrastructures and services. One scenario was “card payment breakdown in 10 days” 
and the other was “bank transfer disruptions (not all payments are executed, and it is not clear which are 
executed and which are not)”. Due to space limitations the remainder of our paper will focus on the first 
scenario. The card scenario was formulated as follows: 

 Card payments do not function in large parts of Sweden. 
 Electricity is available (and will not disappear, because then the scope of the crisis will be much larger 

than only a payment system disruption, and the focus on the payment system would disappear). 
 The cause of problems is disruptions in the telecommunication services between points of sale and 

banks/card-issue organisations, which will pertain between 7 and 10 days. 
 Whatever the banks or card-issue organisations try with regard to troubleshooting, disruptions will 

pertain and card payment is not functioning (or maybe only functioning for very short periods). 
 All other financial processes and services do function as usual. 

Data collection: Workshop design 

Two workshops were organized in November and December 2016. In the first workshop 26 persons participated 
from a large variety of public and private organisations. They represented the financial sector, food stores, food 
production and distribution industry, transport sector, counties (responsible for hospital care and having a 
regional area responsibility for coordinating crisis and emergency management), fuel distribution sector, gas 
stations, and some governmental bodies responsible for paying sickness/pension allowances. 

For both scenarios a rough list of effects of disruptions, consequences for different actors/infrastructures and 
suggestions for mitigating actions were created as input for the workshops. After a general introduction to our 
ongoing research project, workshop participants were positioned in three groups with a cross-sectorial 
composition. Each group discussed one of the scenarios for about 30 minutes, and switched thereafter to another 
scenario. In the first round they confirmed, enriched and extended the lists of effects, consequences, actors and 
mitigating actions prepared by the project team. In the second round they received the enriched and extended 
material from another group and continued with that. In such a way multiple groups of people enriched the 
scenarios and descriptions of elements and interactions.  

Data collection occurred in three ways. First, the groups wrote down notes of what they were discussing on 
large A3 papers. Secondly, nine project team members were observing the discussions and listening/taking 
notes. Thirdly, a panel debate was organized at the end of the afternoon where insights from the earlier small 
group discussions were shared between groups and the project team. 

The second workshop used the same starting material, but here there were two smaller homogeneous groups, 
only consisting of respectively 5 and 6 municipal crisis officers (who have a local area responsibility to 
coordinate cross-organisational crisis management efforts across societal actors within their geographical area). 
The two groups did discuss both scenarios independently (i.e. we did not, as in the previous workshop, share 
material between groups). One researcher and the workshop participants took notes during small group 
discussions and a concluding debate. 
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Data analysis: Identification of seven challenges for critical infrastructure resilience 

Seven researchers from the project team were involved in a full day seminar in December 2016 where we 
further analysed the material produced in the workshops and identified the seven challenges. Summaries and 
texts were shared and collaboratively developed after the seminar and resulted in the descriptions of the 
challenges presented in the result chapter of this paper. 

RESULTS 

The results presented in this section summarize our cumulative insights after the second analysis phase as 
pictured in figure 2, i.e. these insights are based on the document study, the interviews and the two workshops. 
From our analysis the following seven themes have arisen: 

1. Shortage of food, fuel, cash and medicine. 
2. Limited capacity of alternative payment solutions. 
3. Cities are more vulnerable than the countryside. 
4. Economically vulnerable groups in society are more severely affected. 
5. Trust maintenance needs. 
6. Crisis communication needs. 
7. Fragmentation of responsibility for cross-functional critical infrastructures amongst many actors. 

After discussing these themes by giving some illustrative examples a section is dedicated to discussing how the 
interaction between these seven issues easily can create escalation of cascading effects and their consequences, 
and what actions might be available to mitigate the impact of payment system disruptions. 

In the results SWISH is frequently discussed as an alternative payment option. SWISH (www.getswish.se) is a 
Swedish phone app developed by the six major banks in Sweden that enables private people to transfer money 
real time between their bank accounts via their mobile phone number. The solution operates completely 
independent of the card payment infrastructure. SWISH was launched in December 2012 and has today over 5 
million users. From summer 2014 you can also pay to companies. 

Shortage of food, fuel, cash and medicine 

When customers cannot pay by card in food stores, restaurants, public transport, taxi and gas stations the 
majority of sales can halt dramatically. As phrased during the first workshop: “Around 90% of all transactions 
in Sweden occur by card. Many people do not carry cash anymore. More and more stores and most unmanned 
gas stations are not accepting cash anymore, so card payment is the only alternative. Compared to some years 
ago SWISH is becoming an alternative, but it is not available everywhere yet”. Consequently, customers might 
initially postpone their purchases (if they assume the disruption only will last some hours), or might 
alternatively try to collect cash. When the disruption is not solved within the first 24 hours and the larger public 
realises that card payments might not be possible for a longer period hoarding of cash, certain food products and 
fuel might occur quickly. The risk for hoarding was mentioned frequently in the workshops. Descriptions of 
historical incidents confirm that not much is needed for people to start hoarding. During the financial crisis in 
Iceland in 2008 people started hoarding fuel and basic groceries when there was a currency shortage in 
combination with a belief that food importation might cease (Johansson, 2011, page 28). During a 3 day 
snowstorm in 1998 in the city of Gävle (Sweden) hoarding occurred when food stores did not get their usual 
deliveries (Lindgren and Fischer, 2011).  Similarly, the workshop participants expected that cash in ATMs will 
run out quickly when everybody tries to get hold of cash as an alternative payment solution. Some customers 
might be able to pay with membership cards from a chain of stores where they have some credit left in points or 
money (if these operate independently from banks and if they still can be registered). During a power failure in 
2001 in Kista (Sweden) many stores closed as their cash registers and lighting were not working (Lindgren and 
Fischer, 2011). 

As a consequence, food stores might experience a diversity of problems, ranging from an abrupt halt in sales 
(for non-critical products) to hoarding and consequently shortage of other products. Perishable goods that are 
not sold might be needed to be disposed in much larger quantities and due to drastic changes in consuming 
behaviour major re-planning of deliveries could be expected. Similarly, unmanned gas stations might experience 
a dramatic drop in sales, while manned stations might experience hoarding. For some small food stores, small 
gas stations or small freight companies a sales stop of one week or 10 days might bring them close to 
bankruptcy.  
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Private households might experience no problems at all or severe problems if this situation lasts for several days 
or several weeks, depending on whether people have alternative payment options available, and depending on 
their private storage of food. This means that it is not self-evident who needs help, and who not, and what kind 
of support is needed. 

The problem of getting hold of fuel does not differ for private families or for companies (i.e. freight companies, 
taxi companies). Some larger freight companies might have their own fuel supply at some of the larger bases, 
but smaller haulage companies, and even the larger ones when traveling long distances, are dependent on local 
gas stations. Notably, distribution of cash is dependent on fuel supply, and when hoarding of food occurs, 
people might travel larger distances to get hold of scarce groceries, thereby increasing their fuel consumption 
(Lindgren and Fischer, 2011). 

While our initial scenario mainly focused on food and fuel, the workshops revealed other critical goods that 
depend on a functioning card payment system. Restaurants and taxi drivers are heavily depending on card 
payments. Patients visiting a hospital might be able to pay afterwards by invoice, but sales of medicine in drug 
stores are heavily depending on card payment transactions.  

In summary, many citizens might end up in a difficult situation: 

 Because food, fuel and medicine they desperately need might be available at nearby points of sale, but 
they have no viable option to pay for their purchase or, 

 due to hoarding, food, fuel and medicine they desperately need might not anymore be available at nearby 
points of sale. 

Limited capacity of alternative payment solutions 

Work shop participants and interviewed experts do have low confidence in cash as a realistic alternative 
payment option: “ATMs will be emptied in just a few hours”; “there is not enough cash anymore in the total 
system”, “the physical distribution of cash depends on a few actors and they might not be able to increase the 
number of transports so quickly”. So, the general belief is that cash as an alternative only is a short term solution 
for those people who first can get hold of the limited cash available.  

SWISH is seen as a promising new alternative, which can easily be installed at a glance for both shop owners 
and customers: “Shop owners will experiment with creative SWISH solutions”, “When the cash register of the 
small independent gas station where I was working did not work, we let customers pay by SWISH to a private 
account of one of the employees, and later the money was transferred to the shop owner”. However, concerns 
are raised whether SWISH really has to capacity to replace regular card payments instantaneously: “When card 
payments are 90% of the total flow of payments, it is questionable whether any alternative, like for instance 
SWISH, could gear up from 10% to 90% instantaneously”, “the capacity of SWISH might not be able to process 
all payments, it could go down like the mobile phone networks do in crisis situations”. 

Another alternative payment option frequently suggested is to delay payments in different ways, for example by 
receiving the products now and agreeing to pay later (when shop owner and customer know each other well) or 
by sending an invoice. These solutions require some kind of trust level between shop owner and customer. As 
the risk for not being paid afterwards lies with the individual shop owner, it is hard to foresee to what extent 
shop owners will offer such solutions. 

Cities are more vulnerable than the countryside 

Workshop participants emphasized that “it matters a lot when and where the disruptions in the payment system 
occur”, for example “just before or just after salary payment days” or “on days when there is a lot of turnover, 
like in December or Christmas times” are periods where the same disruption can have more severe 
consequences for either customers or companies. 

Similarly, the same disruption might have different consequences in large cities compared to the countryside. 
For instance: “On the countryside a small gas station owner often knows the majority of its customers, and thus 
will offer them fuel without requiring them paying. Regular customers will come and pay when the disruption is 
solved as a thank you for this confidence. In a city where the gas station owner does not know the majority of 
his customers, there is no way you give them fuel without paying. They will never come back and pay”. 

Research has also shown that people at the countryside have larger food supplies than people in cities (Lindgren 
and Fischer, 2011), and in that way cities are also more vulnerable for disruptions. 
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As a consequence, involved actors from the finance sector, food sector, fuel sector and transport sector handling 
the situation need to be aware of such particular circumstances in order to understand which parts of society are 
affected most and why, and in order to adjust their mitigating actions to these particular circumstances. 

Economically vulnerable groups in society are more severely affected 

Another expectation of interviewed experts and workshop participants is that people who have a poorer 
economy, also might have less food and fuel reserves and thus are more dependent on instantaneous purchases. 
Also, it might be harder for these people to use alternative payment solutions (like paying afterwards by 
invoice): “paying afterwards by invoice might involve that the shop owner does a credit control, which might 
imply that is not a viable alternative for people with a weak economy, who might be the ones in need of such an 
alternative”. As a result, representatives from the local municipalities in the second workshop were convinced 
that many people who would get into problems would turn to social care in the municipality organisation to get 
cash or some basic goods like food and fuel. As documented in descriptions from for instance an ice storm in 
Quebec (Canada) in 1998, which caused amongst other a power failure of 2-4 weeks (different for different 
areas), up to 140000 people spent one or more nights in shelters run by local government and voluntary 
organisations. People needed support partly because they lacked power for heating and cooking, partly because 
they could not get hold of food in grocery stores, and partly because they had economic problems due to the 
consequences of the ice storm. Local government had severe challenges in securing food for all the people in the 
shelters (Fischer and Molin, 2001). 

Trust and security needs 

When analysing the direct effects of payment system disruptions for food distribution, fuel supply and cash 
shortage in depth, new cascading effects were identified that were related to trust and security. Trust is a crucial 
building block for financial transactions, the financial system and society at large. When disruptions are 
enduring and more and more people get in trouble with regard to payment options or attainability of food, 
behaviour might get more egoistic and possibly aggressive. Challenges identified are for instance: “Which stores 
will allow you to buy food or fuel and trust you to pay at a later stage?”, or “How can massive hoarding of food, 
cash or fuel be avoided?”. Or as formulated by Frisell (2011): “We are only 3 meals from anarchy”. 

When trust disappears, security risks grow. When resources become scarce it might sound reasonable to start 
rationing, but the practical implementation of that at the point of sale level is questionable: “As a gas station 
owner, it is hard to allow so called prioritised transports to take fuel, while taxi drivers or private families do 
not get anything. That might create riots and threats”. A similar argument can be made for food store owners. 

Another security issue was the increasing use of cash: “The current system is designed based upon that cash 
only is a minor portion of the total payments, there are no security resources to guard use of cash at a large 
scale”. There is a risk for robberies, both for the customer carrying cash, and for the point of sale where larger 
amounts of cash accumulate. 

Crisis communication needs 

There is a clear connection between the previous trust and security issues and the need for communication. The 
more uncertainty, the more trust goes down and in turn security problems might show up. One person framed it 
as follows: “uncertainty can be a larger problem than the actual disruptions and shortages”. Another one 
argued: “with rising uncertainty and development of rumours communication becomes crucial”. Also the role of 
mass media was addressed: “mass media could trigger hoarding if their headlines are too sensational, what is 
their ethical responsibility in such a situation?; that should be discussed with them upfront” 

Some people argue that detailed information need to be provided which grocery stores, gas stations and ATMs 
are still open or do have stock left. However, when stock levels drop and only few points of sale with available 
products are left, the same detailed information could increase hoarding and put individual shop owners at risk. 
So it is not self-evident what kind of level of detail in the information provided would be desirable. 

Fragmentation of responsibility for cross-functional critical infrastructures amongst many actors 

A final issue that was raised in the panel debate and got a lot of approval was the enormous amount and large 
variety of actors that would be affected and involved. In the payment flows and goods distribution flows (of 
food, fuel, cash and medicine) many actors are serving as a small link in the larger chain. This creates 
challenges as well: “there are numerous actors in the chain, and new actors are entering all the time”; “it is 
hard to get to know all of them and establish trustworthy relations with them”; “as so many are involved, it can 
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be hard to identify where in the chain the problem actually has occurred”; “at some parts of the chain the 
majority of the flow goes through one or very few big actors, i.e. VISA and MASTERCARD in card payments, 
this might create bottlenecks or strong dependencies on these actors”; “a truck is always a part of any chain 
somewhere and trucks need fuel”; “in the coordination of mitigating actions and the coordination of 
communication to the public this large majority and diversity of actors is a challenge as well”. 

Escalation of effects and consequences 

During several interviews and during several moments at the workshops doubts were raised considering how 
and why this scenario actually could occur (i.e. “Can disruptions last for so many days?”) and whether public 
and private bodies would succeed in preserving peace in society, or whether panic, hoarding, robberies would 
take over. Participants had diverging opinions on this matter. Clear is that a total breakdown would not create 
immediate fatalities, but that increasing uncertainty about when card payment is restored, to what extent cash 
and SWISH are viable alternatives, to what extent food, fuel and medicine can be acquired without paying now 
(i.e. by getting an invoice later) and so on slowly might move towards a tipping point where trust of the larger 
public in concerted action of public and private players from different sectors is degrading. Which in turn would 
create escalations as hoarding of cash, food and fuel would worsen the situation and put even more pressure on 
effective crisis communication and maintaining trust (or restoring trust).  

Clear communication and (perceived) forceful countrywide action in early stages are seen as desirable, but 
simultaneously there is no logical actor or forum that would coordinate this. Precious time might be lost initially 
to get all relevant players aboard, which might influence quality of communication, coordination and lead to 
increased uncertainty and loss of trust from the citizens. 

The need for early communication of clear and countrywide solutions (righteous for everyone) is in conflict 
with the fact that the crisis might be more severe for certain groups and regions in society, which creates a need 
for dedicated solutions. These differences need clarification in crisis communication, so the differences are 
justified and so they do not influence trust in crisis management negatively. 

Clearly, there are also strong dependencies between the alternative payment methods. If one of the two primary 
alternatives cash or SWISH also crashes, all pressure is put one the last option as long as a general solution for 
paying by invoice (with possibly a state guarantee for shop owners that they will get their money) is operational.  

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The seven challenges are on the one hand a clear roadmap of what needs to be dealt with when major payment 
disruptions in Sweden occur. Through extensive iterative triangulation, the documented effects observed in 
earlier incidents and described in existing risk analysis have been confirmed by experts as plausible in this 
scenario and further extended with additional consequences. The result is, to our knowledge, going beyond 
existing analysis, either by scope (more cross sectorial, beyond the financial sector) or in detail (discussing 
interactions between several consequences, rather than just listing dependencies). On the other hand, they are 
only a rough indication of a direction to go, where questions remain how to “put the pieces of the puzzle 
together” into a realisable action plan if anything like this actually would happen. In this discussion broader 
reflections are presented considering our current results and some future avenues are sketched how this result 
can be incorporated in further research. 

Are we not prepared? 

To our surprise, many of the actors involved who we met in this study do not have clear ready to implement 
solutions for alternative payment solutions when the regular payment solutions would fail under a longer period 
of time. Much is invested in risk aversion (i.e. redundancy of services, reserve power solutions), but that serves 
as an excuse that a real disaster is less probable. Many hold on to the belief that disruptions will only last a short 
period. Also, when referring to other sectors, there is some kind of assumption that “others will solve this before 
it becomes critical for many people”. So, while there are no real preparations for surviving a longer breakdown 
in their own sector, there is a belief that such preparations have been done elsewhere. There is also low 
preparedness among citizens that randomly came in contact with our research project. Overall, there is a strong 
confidence in that the payment system will function, which could backfire when a longer breakdown occurs, as 
very few seem to be prepared. More research is needed to uncover what viable mitigating actions could be for 
different stakeholders and how their mitigating actions influence each other and form a coherent whole. 
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Too big or too fragmented to be coordinated real time? 

So many actors! Every time when digging deeper into particular critical infrastructures in the different sectors it 
struck us how many actors are involved. From the well-known major players to all kind of telecommunication- 
and information technology service providers who are responsible for bits and pieces of long delivery chains. 
This myriad of actors creates a situation where each of them has good insight in their own processes, but lacks 
understanding how their processes relate to critical processes in other sectors. In the food, fuel and transport 
sector there are a few very big players and in addition very many small independent shops/stations/freight 
companies. A complicating factor is therefore how coordination between those many independent small actors 
could be realized. While such small actors could quickly generate innovative solutions and have the local 
authority to directly implement them, they might simultaneously lack the necessary strength and resources to 
survive major disruptions. Future research could dig deeper into the pros, cons and different strategies of small 
shops and large chains in recovering from enduring major disruptions. 

Exploring interactions in more depth 

It is hard to grasp the interactions between all the infrastructure elements and actor decisions in an oral 
discussion. Also, our experience while observing workshop group discussions is that experts might have 
difficulties in identifying and understanding second order effects of critical infrastructure disruptions (i.e. far 
beyond their own sector) as argued by Laugé et al. (2015). Consequently, in order to create collaborative system 
understanding, critical infrastructure managers at strategic, tactical and operational levels, might need richer 
discussion environments. Atkinson et al. (2015) explain that system science methods, such as system dynamics 
and agent-based simulation modelling can be used to explore decision making alternatives for complex 
problems. Bots and Daalen (2007) and Caluwe et al. (2012) discuss successful applications of simulation-games 
that have been applied to explore the complex interactions between multiple stakeholders with partly conflicting 
goals facing complex policy making or organizational change situations. Daalen et al. (2014) discuss and give 
examples of applications where role playing simulation games and computer simulations are combined into a 
powerful simulation environment. Actors, as game participants, can collaborate or compete with each other in 
different rounds, enter their decisions in the computer simulation and receive the output of the computer 
simulation as input in their next playing round. Our ambition is to study critical infrastructure resilience for 
payment system disruptions in such a simulation environment, combining the strengths of quantitative analysis 
(agent based simulation) and qualitative analysis (observing interaction in role playing games). This simulation 
environment can become a systems-of-systems model, which in more detail explores interdependencies between 
technical infrastructures and between mitigating actions of actors handling disruptions in these infrastructures. 

Limitations 

Our analysis is based on expert opinions from around 37 workshop participants and 6 interviewees combined 
with 33 analysed reports. Although material was triangulated until saturation occurred (i.e. experts were 
contributing suggestions that already had been raised in earlier discussions/reports) new insights might arise by 
conducting a larger number of interviews/workshops. The analysis is also conducted in a Swedish context. Even 
though we are aware of these limitations, there are several dimensions that are worth pointing towards which we 
think are of interest outside of Sweden as well. There are many parallels to other western countries considering 
the degree of societal digitalisation, urbanisation (higher density of people requiring food and heat can be hard 
to accommodate in case of a severe disturbance), large dependencies on imported goods and food, transportation 
of food and goods, and fuel for transports. In addition, major credit card providers such as VISA and Mastercard 
have almost a monopoly position when it comes to card payments. Trust is a psychological feature that is central 
to any financial system. Many of the challenges mentioned above are therefore valid in (or can easily be 
adjusted to the respective situation of) many other societies. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study confirms the common understanding that critical infrastructures are more and more entangled. 
Disruptions in the payment system will quickly have cascading effects for fuel supply, transport systems, food 
distribution and might create severe challenges in some geographical areas or for some vulnerable groups in 
society. Our analysis of effects, consequences, mitigating actions and involved actors shows that resilience not 
only is a question of technical measures (i.e. alternative payment solutions, rationing of limited food and fuel 
resources and offering services to vulnerable groups), but also involves many social communicative challenges 
(i.e. maintaining trust, preventing hoarding, avoiding panic). An additional challenge is that impact may differ 
for geographical areas and certain groups in society which means that general measures need to be combined 
with targeted measures adjusted to the specific needs for these areas and/or groups.  
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Seven challenges for cross-functional critical infrastructure resilience, for the specific case of payment system 
disruptions are: 

1. Shortage of food, fuel, cash and medicine might occur 
2. Limited capacity of alternative payment solutions 
3. Cities are more vulnerable than the countryside 
4. Economically vulnerable groups in society are more severely affected 
5. Trust and security needs to be maintained at different levels 

o Who accepts deferred payments and who will not? 
o How can massive hoarding of food, cash or fuel be avoided? 
o Large amounts of cash at certain places create security risks 
o Rationing of limited resources may evoke aggressive reactions  

6. Crisis communication:  
o What services (food stores, gas stations, restaurants, public transport, etc.) are still functioning 

and which are not? 
o Howe can panic be avoided? 

7. Fragmentation of responsibility for cross-functional critical infrastructures over many actors 
complicates effective coordination of measures and joint communication to the public 

The overview of identified short term effects, long term consequences, possible mitigating actions and involved 
actors and their capabilities and responsibilities provide a sound foundation to explore the relations between 
these elements in more detail in future research. When the involved actors develop elaborated understanding of 
how the total system of interconnected critical infrastructures behaves, they can more quickly identify incidents 
and their potential consequences, develop more comprehensive situation awareness and select and execute more 
suited and more robust mitigating actions. 
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